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OFFICIAL

Public Consultation Notice
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (SA)

Strikeline Resources Pty Ltd - Flinders Project
Project information
Strikeline Resources Pty Ltd (Strikeline)
proposes to carry out mineral exploration
activities at Partacoona Station, 26 km west
of Hawker. Strikeline is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Taruga Minerals Ltd.
Strikeline proposes to undertake the project
over two separate exploration areas, referred
to as the ‘Application Areas’.
If approved, the project will involve grounddisturbing works that include:
• exploration drilling
• geophysical surveys
• soil and rock chip sampling
• creation of drill pads and access tracks
• maintenance and modification of existing
drill pads and access tracks
• vegetation clearing and rehabilitation.

Two drill pads and access tracks previously prepared by Strikeline
(image courtesy of Strikeline)

Purpose of consultation
Strikeline has sought authorisations under sections 21
and 23 of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (SA) (Act).
If granted, the authorisations will allow Strikeline to
damage, disturb or interfere with Aboriginal sites,
objects or remains (Aboriginal heritage), and to excavate
land for the purpose of uncovering Aboriginal heritage.
Before considering whether to give an authorisation, the
Premier who is responsible for the Act, must consult with
Traditional Owners and interested Aboriginal parties.
Trailer-mounted auger drill in operation (image courtesy of Strikeline)
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Aboriginal heritage
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation (AAR) holds
records for eight Aboriginal sites within the
Application Areas. Other Aboriginal sites are
asserted to exist in the same areas.
Four heritage assessments have been carried out
within the Application Areas since 2020. Three
have involved representatives of the Viliwarinha
Yura Aboriginal Corporation (VYAC). For further
information, visit dpc.sa.gov.au/heritageapplications.

Map showing Aboriginal sites within the two Application Areas
(map courtesy of the AAR)

To minimise impacts to Aboriginal heritage,
Strikeline proposes to:
• inspect potential drill locations prior to carrying
out drilling works
• relocate drill holes to avoid Aboriginal heritage
wherever possible
• conduct drilling that involves minimal ground
disturbance
• where avoidance of Aboriginal heritage is not
possible, engage an archaeologist or
anthropologist to manage potential impacts
• comply with AAR’s Aboriginal Heritage
Discovery Protocols.

Getting involved

Questions to consider

If you are a Traditional Owner, or an
interested Aboriginal person or
organisation, AAR wants to hear from you.

1. Should the project go ahead or not, and the
reasons for your view?
2. Should any conditions apply, if the project
goes ahead?
3. Is there anything else you wish to raise with
the Premier about this matter?

You can ask questions about the project, or
give AAR your views by:
Emailing: DPC-AAR.CIR@sa.gov.au
Calling: (08) 8226 8900
Texting: 0409 509 245
Writing to:
Mr Alex van Wessem
Principal Project Officer
AAR
GPO Box 2343
ADELAIDE SA 5001
Please share this information with other
Traditional Owners and interested Aboriginal
people.

Consultation closes Friday 10 December 2021

Further information
AAR has prepared a detailed consultation pack
for the project. The pack is available at
dpc.sa.gov.au/heritage-applications.
If you would like to receive a consultation pack
via email or mail, please let AAR know.
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Attachment - AAR's Aboriginal Heritage Discovery Protocols

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL
For proponents holding a section 23 Authorisation
Dealing with the discovery of skeletal remains

It is recommended that prior to beginning work, proponents undertaking ground disturbing works in
high risk areas negotiate with the Aboriginal groups and an archaeologist a plan for managing the
discovery of skeletal remains.

Discovery of skeletal remains
STOP works in immediate area
Redirect works away from remains to avoid further impact

Contact SA Police Tel 131 444
The immediate area will be under the control of the
SA Police until further notice
SA Police Investigation
Pursuant to the Coroners Act 2003, SA Police and Forensics SA will
determine if the remains are human
If human, whether the remains are a crime scene or ancestral.

Non-human: (e.g. animal): area
reverts to proponent’s responsibility
and works can resume

Ancestral remains: area reverts to
proponent’s responsibility. Works should
not resume but remain cordoned off

Crime
Crimescene:
scene:area
arearemains
remains
under
under the
the control
control of
of SA
SAPOL
Police

Proponent must notify their Aboriginal
Monitors or Archaeologists and ask them
to attend the site within the next 24 hours

Proponent should also notify AAR
Aboriginal Heritage Team

Aboriginal monitors/archaeologist attend
site to advise and manage any salvage or
excavation and removal to temporary
storage area. Negotiate timing, funding
and safe location for reburial
Aboriginal monitors/archaeologist submit site
card and reports for burial and reburial to
AAR Aboriginal Heritage Team

Proponent can resume works

Key
Proponent
SA Police
Aboriginal monitors/archaeologist

As part of project planning, proponents may allocate a secure on-site storage area for the temporary securing
of remains, pending reburial.
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ABORIGINAL HERITAGE DISCOVERY PROTOCOL
For proponents holding a section 23 Authorisation
Dealing with the discovery of Aboriginal sites and objects
It is recommended that prior to beginning works, proponents undertaking ground disturbing works in
high risk areas negotiate with Aboriginal groups and an archaeologist a plan for managing the discovery
of any Aboriginal sites and/or objects.

Discovery of suspected
archaeological material

If the discovery is found to
include skeletal remains refer
immediately to Remains
Protocol

STOP all work in that location

Contact a suitably qualified Aboriginal monitor or archaeologist to assess the
archaeological material and advise on nature and significance

Aboriginal Site

Aboriginal Object/s

Monitor/archaeologist:
Recommendations to
proponent, i.e. salvage,
excavation, research

Proponent to leave artefact/s
in situ until monitor/
archaeologist can record, bag
and label finds

Proponent to decide
further action, based on
advice received and
scope of project

Monitor/archaeologist: Store
securely according to
previously agreed management
plan

Not Aboriginal Site or
Object/s

Proponent/archaeologist to report discovery to AAR

Proponent proceeds with works

Key
Proponent
Monitor/archaeologist

As part of project planning, proponents may allocate a secure on-site storage area for the temporary securing
of objects, pending repatriation.

